Richco is pleased to announce the release of our new Heat Sink Spring Mount Rivet. The rivet connects a screw mounted microprocessor heat sink to a printed circuit board. The spring portion of the standoff provides constant pressure to the heat sink, which enhances thermal conductivity. The steel spring comes pre-assembled on the rivet, which is made of a durable Nylon material. The HSR-1 is easily installed by hand, first through the heat sink and then through the PC board.

Features:
- Attaches a screw mounted microprocessor heat sink to a printed circuit board
- Spring provides constant pressure to the heat sink
- Rivet snaps into a .125-.157 (3.18-4.00) hole in the heat sink and a .118 (3.00) hole in the PCB
- Rivet Material: Natural Nylon; Spring Material: Steel
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